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NEXT SMSC CLUB MEETING
Following the success of the venue at Wests Ashfield,
it has been decided to hold all regular meetings at that
venue at the revised day of the week and time.
Therefore the February meeting of SMSC will be on

Sunday, 4 February 2018 at 6:30pm at Wests Ashfield,
115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield unless otherwise notified .
Membership of Wests Ashfield is reasonable and gives discount
benefits on food and beverage purchases.
Members and visitors are encouraged to bring along projects for
display and discussion

NEXT ENDEAVOUR GROUP
MEETING
The March S&T meeting of the Endeavour Group will
be held at the home of Mike Kelly at

25 Hodge St, Hurstville on Saturday, 10 March 2018
from 10am to 12 noon
Members and visitors are encouraged to bring along projects for
display and discussion
Please email <mikelly118@gmail.com> or phone (02) 9594 5689 if
wishing to attend.

CLUB CONTACTS YOU MAY
REQUIRE:
President:

Harry Goedings

president@smsc.org.au

Vice-Pres:

Michael Bennett

vicepresident@smsc.org.au

Treasurer:

Ralph Hannaford

treasurer@smsc.org.au

Secretary:

Mike Barton

secretary@smsc.org.au

Public Officer:

Anelia Bennett

publicofficer@smsc.org.au

Newsletter Editor:

Tom Wolf

chatterbox@smsc.org.au

ANMM Liaison:

Richard Keyes

Member Welfare

Alan Bideleux

abideleux@gmail.com

Webmaster

Maurice York

maurice@yorkfamily.id.au

PRESIDENT’S BLOG
2017 was once again a most successful year for SMSC which was highlighted by a wonderful
Expo. Our thanks for this go to the committee for their organisational skills and a very special
thanks to Anelia Bennett for her contribution. I trust she was not too embarrassed by the bunch
of flowers presented to her at the Christmas party..
We are on a sound footing financially and continue to receive sponsorship from the Australian
National Maritime Museum for which we are extremely grateful. We have been fortunate
enough to attract some new members to the club which augers well for the future and hopefully expands and enhances our exhibition in the future.
The Endeavour group continues to be a success and our thanks are extended to those members who open their homes to other members for these social interactions where we can all
learn from other members.
This year has also seen another trash and treasure night at our AGM where many of us
walked away with bargains. Remember to keep your surplus tools, timbers and kits for the
next one in August 2018.
Finally, a big personal thank you to our Editor of Chatterbox, Tom Wolf, who manages to consistently produce a wonderful mag for our club which has been more than favourably commented on by respected world class modellers overseas as well as our members here. Many
thanks Tom!!
In closing, here’s looking to another great year of modelling in 2018 and we all look forward to
seeing your new projects.

Happy modelling!!
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS IN 2018

SMSC EXPO ‘18

will be held at the Georges River
16ft Sailing Club on

18 -19 August 2018

In addition to catering to our Members, we are inviting members of fellow modelling Clubs as well as independent entries. Contact Michael Bennett on 0411
545 770 or by email mjbennett@ozemail.com.au
PORT MACQUARIE MODEL BOAT EXPO
The Port Macquarie Model Boat Expo at Port Macquarie Panthers
Club, will take place on 7th and 8th
weekend of the NSW school holidays.

July 2018, the first

If you would like to exhibit with fellow SMSC Members at the 2018 exhibition at a
SMSC Club display, please let Alan Bideleux (abideleux@gmail.com) know by 10th
May 2018 how many models you wish to exhibit in the scale model ships category of
display as we need to inform the organisers how many tables we require since we are
an indoor exhibit and indoor space is strictly limited.
Alternatively if you wish to exhibit as an independent exhibitor, please direct all enquiries to David Connolly on 0403 865 331 or by email to <devils4detail@gmail.com>

CANBERRA EXPO
The Canberra Club will hold its next Expo at the Mount Rogers School on

the weekend of the 15th and 16th of September 2018.
For more information please contact: Peter Hateley 0401 670 829(m) or
by email to <hpeter@webone.com.au> or contact Bob Evans 6226 8957,
or by email to <rjeaevans@bigpond.com>.

EXHIBIT AT RICHMOND
We encourage all our Members to attend the Canberra EXPO even if they do not exhibit as we have a special relationship with the Canberra Club.
However, Alan Bideleux has informed us about an exhibition event also to be held on

on the weekend of the 15th and 16th of September 2018 a little closer
to home at Richmond. Please contact Alan Bideleux (abideleux@gmail.com), it is
possible that a Club display will be set up for those not wishing to go to Canberra.
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LEON’S TIPS & TRICKS:
Hello members, in this session we will deal with Repairing Dents in
Wood. . This works for me!

1.
There is nothing worse than finding
that your beautifully sanded hull or your
top deck boards have a bad dent.

2.
I have made a sample board of Walnut, Maple ply, and English Lime. I took a
pair of forceps and marked the surface of
this dressed timber.

3.
Note that the dent is across the grain
on all three surfaces

4.
I have darkened the dents lightly
with carbon pencil for this demo.

5.
I have added only tap water over the
damaged area and let it stand for two
minutes.

6.
The heater that I use is a small modelling flat iron at full range.
cont. p. 5
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cont. from p.2

7.
In an ironing fashion I place my heater over the damaged area for one minute
checking the dents as I go.

8.

9.

The area has been fully repaired.

A light sand is all that is needed.

Hints & Tips-Skewing Flags
— by Bob Filipowski

This article appeared in the December 2016 issue
of the Midwest Model Shipwrights (USA) newsletter
called the “Forecastle Report “.
By arrangement and their kind permission acknowledging the source and the authors, we reprint the
following article:
"How to" done by Bob Filipowski on his method of
making flags is based on a method similar to Gus
Agustin's.
Bob's results look very good.
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Endeavour Group S&T on November
18th at Mark Moran Vaucluse Village
Photographs by Anelia Bennett and Michael Kelly,
Report by Michael Kelly and Tom Wolf
A great turn-out of 9 members, 2 visitors and 2 members’ wives attended this great venue at
the new retirement village.
The morning was introduced by Tom
Wolf who thanked Dach Hall for his
help in organising and providing refreshments.
A new protocol for S&Ts was then explained by Tom, where members
would put their models to one side
away from the main table and the
member who was presenting their
model had exclusive use of the main
table. This was intended to give the
presenter full attention from the other
members. It worked very well and may
be incorporated into future S&Ts.
First to show was Mike Kelly who informed
us he had been visiting the antique shop
where he had previously purchased miniature models again. He brought along a few
models of P & O Liners, they are kits made
by German makers Albatross, Mercator and
CMKR, at 1:1200 scale.

The miniatures are finely detailed, and club member Michael Bennett (who specialises in miniatures) commented on the fine detail but suggested their appearance
could be enhanced with rigging and perhaps being
placed in a diorama. The ships displayed were Orion,
Orsova, Chusan, Orcades, Iberia, Stratheden, Himalaya and Oriana. A few members remember seeing
some of these ships in Sydney Harbour, and except for
the modern Oriana, they were used as migrant ships in
the 50’s and 60’s.
cont. p. 7
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cont. from p.6
The next model was a model of a Barracouta
work boat also known has a Couta Boat and presented by a visitor, Rod Laing-Peach.
Rod explained that he made the model from reclaimed cedar and huon pine and at the widest
part of the hull there are about fifty planks. The
mast, made from Oregon was turned in a hand
drill. He scaled up the plans from a book to make
the model which is approximately 1:12, when complete the model will have taken between 200 and
300 hours to build.
An explanation of the background of the workboat and how it was used for catching barracuda
off Melbourne was explained by Rod. The boats sail at Portsea, Pittwater and on Sydney Harbour.
Rod then showed a partly built project, “Captain Cook III”, a Sydney Harbour pilot boat. The
model is a half model also made of cedar and when finished will be used as the “Graham Reid
Trophy” to be presented to the winning club (Vaucluse Y.C.
or Double Bay Y.C).
In introducing Dach Hall, Tom gave the members a bit of
background on Dach’s adventures on the 48ft schooner
“Landfall II” on which Dach sailed almost around the
world.
Dach explained how he made the mast and the hull from
1mm 3 ply. Planking has now been painted and work on the
fittings is being progressed. The detail of the fittings can be
seen by the working compass in the cockpit of the model.
It was also pointed out that the American flag was the correct flag for 1954 (48 stars)
After last meeting’s discussion, a jig was used to mark and
cut out the scuppers.

Methods of rigging the model were discussed and it was suggested Dach use
wire fishing trace for the standing rigging on the masts.
It was interesting to hear Dach’s story
of the swordfish that holed the original
boat and how they had assistance from
the Indian Navy in Cochin to repair the
hole.
cont. p. 8
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cont. from p.7
Maurice York talked about his progress on the Mermaid and how he was having problems
with the planks drying out. Leon Griffiths offered to help Maurice with this problem.
Maurice then shared with us his experience of his visit to the Docklands Museum in London.
He then passed his laptop around to show some fabulous cutaway models of an East Indiaman. Maurice will write an article on his visit for a future issue of Chatterbox.
New member John Ferguson lived in California for 16
years building ship models commercially, he also designed
the model Mathew Turner that was exhibited at Expo’17

The first model John showed us on the day was a model of
the Endeavour’s 22ft long boat to a scale of 1:12. After
putting the masts in place John explained the dipping lugsail.
John passed around photographs of his time on the
Endeavour
replica
and
shared his experiences with
the members.
He also displayed an original water colour, a cutaway
view of the Endeavour by
marine artist Dennis Adams.
Dennis Adams sailed on the
sailing
ships
Herzogin
Cecilie and Lawhill rounding
Cape Horn twice under sail.
The painting is to be professionally
restored
and
framed.
The second model John shared was an admiralty pattern model the name of which is not
known. An interesting, finely made model which shows the spacing of the ribs.
cont. p. 9
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cont. from p.8
Michael Bennett reported his progress on
the Sirius. Michael has been doing more research on the Sirius which included a book
on archaeology as one of its sources. In it,
Michael found information on the building
specifications of ships of the period.
In particular, he learned that the merchant
ship Berwick was bought by the Admiralty
and the bow and stern upgraded to admiralty
specifications (the Pandora has the same
design bow and stern). H.M.S. Berwick then
was renamed the Sirius.
Michael then explained how the copper covering was fitted to the hull and the purpose of the
sacrificial elm that went around the hull covering the top of the copper plate.
As is the way he does these things, as a result
of Michael’s (as usual) impeccable research
and attention to detail, he has almost rebuilt
the model for the umpteenth time. At the moment he is remaking the gratings.
As can be seen from the photographs of
Michael’s model his endeavour and attention
to detail is paying off, there is a feeling that Michael’s model will be more accurate in detail
than the original ship.
The final model shown at the meeting was a model of the
Endeavour by Tom Wolf. Tom talked the members through
the building of the model and how he has progressed considering that he started on this project only in May of this year.
He then showed how and in what order he will continue to rig
the model, the ships boats and stands are still to be done.
When asked about the rudder, Tom then explained how he
used one piece of wire to fit the rudder instead of individual
pintle and gudgeon fittings, this makes for smoother working
of the rudder on the model.
It is hoped that the model will be completed by Christmas so
Tom can get on with ongoing projects which include another
Endeavour, Dunera and Bluenose 2.
At the close of the meeting a vote of thanks was given to
Mark Moran Vaucluse Village for permitting such fantastic
facilities to be used by the Club.
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SMSC S&T and Christmas Party, 4th
December 2017 at Darling Harbour
Photographs by Anelia Bennett and Michael Kelly,
Report by Michael Kelly and Tom Wolf
A good turnout for our last meeting of the year with
12 members and a member’s wife present. During
the evening it was unanimously decided to hold all
our future general meetings at Wests Ashfield (until
further notice) .

It was also a pleasure to see Anelia Bennett being
presented with a special vote of thanks (in this case
a bunch of flowers) for her incredible work on the
EXPO committee and in the running of the event.
THANK YOU ANELIA!
It was also fantastic to see Richard Keyes being inducted as a Life Member of SMSC for his work over
many years to promote the hobby.
Regrettably, Leon Griffiths who was also elevated
to this status for his hard work over many years to
promote the hobby of ship modelling, could not be
there on the night due to illness. We wish him and
Ralph Hannaford who is also ill speedy recoveries.
WELL DONE RICHARD AND LEON!
Michael Bennett was first to discuss the progress
on his HMS Sirius. Michael informed the members
he had rebuilt the rails and had finished the stern.
The side steps were next discussed, with some opinions given on whether to paint the steps black or
leave them a natural wood colour, as can see in the
photo Michael has left them a wood colour (the
steps can be seen in the middle of the model).
Work on the capstan and wheel, are next on his
building agenda. When the model is finished it is
Michael’s intention to display the model in a diorama
depicting the Sirius on its first day in Sydney unloading the first piano to arrive in Australia.
The piano belonged to George Worgan, a surgeon on the First Fleet. (the history of that piano
can be found on the following website, http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-05-26/australiasfirst-piano-unveiled-at-wa-university/74492220) . The piano is another example of the research and attention to detail Michael pays to his models and dioramas.
cont. p. 11
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cont. from p.10
Next up was Tom Wolf and his modified model of HMB Endeavour. All the spars are now
fitted to the masts and the top ratlines are
completed, but the masts are not yet set. This
is the first time Tom has tried tohis method
(rather than setting the masts and then working the spars and lines on it) and he says it appears to be smoother and easier to work with
the masts individually on the table and not trying to get around the contours of the build.
Tom has also retrofitted the screws and housing for the model to be mounted on a plinth,
reminding himself that he always advises beginners to do this when they lay the keel, and he is very happy on this occasion that the retrofit
has not caused too much damage.
David Lendrum brought
along his HMS Surprise and
told us that he has spent 5
years of pleasurable time in
bringing the model to such
perfection, he has no idea
when it will be complete but
is enjoying the moments he
has to spare for the build.
There is a separate page for
photos of this model, see for
yourself how beautiful it is.
There was time to discuss
the difference between a
cannon and a carronade (as
there are both installed on
the model) and David also
explained how this is the model of the ship in the movie
“Master and Commander” but that it is in fact based on a replica ship HMS Rose built in Nova Scotia, Canada in 1970
based on the original 18th-century British Admiralty drawings
of HMS Rose, a 20 gun sixth-rate frigate built in 1757.
Finally, Richard Keyes brought along some photographs of
Gus Agustin’s “wooden books”. Gus is the doyen of current
miniature
modelmakers,
each little wooden book is
in fact a case for a miniature. To illustrate how it
works, we “borrowed” a
picture of Gus’ Viking Figurehead from the December 2018 issue of Forecastle, one of our friendly US
newsletters.
The balance of the night was spent on enjoying and sharing the feast of food that was brought
along by the members attending, … and of course some convivial conversation.
HAPPY NEW YEAR, SEE YOU IN 2018!
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LIFE MEMBERS INDUCTED TO SMSC
On 5th December 2017, the Committee of Sydney Model Shipbuilding Club Inc., by
unanimous vote, approved the appointment to the status of Life Membership to Richard
Keyes, his Citation reads as follows:

RICHARD KEYES
Richard is a founding Member of SMSC (in 2011), from the outset his
enthusiasm and vibrancy has encouraged many of the Club Members
to become better modellers. He has continued throughout the past 6
years to mentor and assist Club Members in all aspects of advancing
their skills in the hobby of modelling.
Richard has been a respected member of the model shipbuilding
community for decades, his modelling is well known in Australia and
in other countries and he has made a very special contribution to advancing and promoting the hobby of ship modelling over very many
years. His work on the “ramp” at the Australian National Maritime Museum has introduced many people of all ages to this wonderful pastime.
In light of the above, Richard is a wonderful ambassador of the hobby of ship modelling and is a
worthy Life Member of the Sydney Model Shipbuilders Club.”

*****
Also on 5th December 2017, the Committee of Sydney Model Shipbuilding Club Inc., by unanimous
vote, approved the appointment to the status of Life Membership to Leon Griffiths, his Citation reads
as follows:

LEON GRIFFITHS
Leon joined SMSC very shortly after its formation in 2011. He has continued throughout the past 6 years to mentor and assist Club Members
in all aspects of advancing their skills in the hobby of modelling, and in
particular his instructional methods have enables beginners to the hobby to complete their projects.
As a professional modeller of many years standing, his excellent work is
testimony in itself with many kits and instructional videos being to his
credit.
Leon’s modelling is well known in Australia and in other countries and
he has made a very special contribution to advancing and promoting the
hobby of ship modelling over very many years. His research of Australian maritime history is the basis of so many Australian historical ship kits
being available to modellers.
In light of the above, Leon is a wonderful ambassador of the hobby of ship modelling and is a worthy
Life Member of the Sydney Model Shipbuilders Club.

*****

THANK YOU RICHARD AND LEON FOR THE MANY YEARS
OF CONTRIBUTION TO SMSC AND FOR PROMOTING THE
HOBBY OF MODEL SHIPBUILDING!
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HMS SURPRISE - PHOTO REPORT
Photos by Anelia Bennett
Anelia
got
some
great detailed photos
of David Lendrum’s model at the
December S&T which could not
be included in the general report
of the meeting.. So, for your
pleasure, here are the photos:
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“VASA” - The Pride of Stockholm
Photographs and report by Tom Wolf
Nowadays very many Australians cruise the Baltics, and a stopover in Stockholm is a must. This
is a fantastically exciting and beautiful city and most tourists
head straight for the centre of town with its sights and shopping malls, and if this is all they do before getting back on their
cruise ship, they have missed one of the greatest historical reconstructions ever completed, the VASA.
Now located in the VASA Museum, is the reconstructed ship that was under the waters of
Stockholm Harbour for 333 year until 1961, ever since it sank on its maiden voyage on 10
August 1628. The reconstructed ship is still a
remarkable 98% original and is beautifully
adorned with hundreds of carved sculptures.
Once VASA had seen daylight again on 24
April 1961, the ship was emptied of water by
three huge pumps over ten days, and while
this was in progress, divers worked on inspecting VASA's hull and plugging leaks in it.
On 4 May, the ship was towed to the Gustav
V dry dock where she was turned loose of the
lifting barges and floated on her own keel into
the dock and onto a specially constructed
concrete pontoon (see photo above).
From her salvaging in 1961 until 1988
VASA's home for 27 years was a temporary
one at the Wasavarvet Museum where it was
effectively in a “humidicrib”, sprayed day and
night with protective chemicals. This is where
she was when I visited her in 1972 and I took
a photo of her deck being reconstructed (on
right)
In 1981 a competition was held for the design
of a new home and the VASA Museet was
completed in 1988 to house the world's only
preserved 17th century ship and is now the
most visited museum in Scandinavia.
I again visited in 2015 and managed to get
some photos that I hope will assist modellers,
but more importantly will encourage a personal visit by readers to this incredible museum.
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cont. p. 15

cont. from p.14

No photos can give true justice to the beauty of
this ship.
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MORE NEWS FROM GREECE
by Nikos Kouzinis
Nikos again supports Chatterbox by sending information from Greece.
A friend asked Nikos to make a kit for him, the kit is Artesania Latina’s “Palma Nova”.
The friend had lost some pieces of wood for the body of the boat so Nikos had to scratch
build pieces to replace the lost ones. Nikos found the problem not having the original laser
cut pieces is that the boat does not now have a straight keel as this is the first time Nikos has
made a wooden ship. Despite these problems (from which a valuable lesson must have been
learned), Nikos reports that the kit is very good for first timers.
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DUTCH MASTERS IN SYDNEY
Photographs by John Pond; report by Tom Wolf

In case our readers are not aware, the Art Gallery
of NSW is currently hosting an exhibition titled
“Rembrandt and the Dutch Golden Age” which is
showing until 18 February 2018.
John Pond, a friend of SMSC, provided these photos of a model 17th century Dutch man-of-war
which forms part of the exhibition. Alas, other than
the fact that the transom says “Anno 1648”, nothing
more is known about the model.
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SOVEREIGN OF THE SEAS
PHOTO PROGRESS REPORT
by Janos Nemeth
Janos has submitted photos of his progress
with this build, it looks a very clean model that
will certainly turn quite a few heads when completed.
The various decorative sculptures on the transom and around the deck will have pleased
Janos, they look fantastic!
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SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from all
over the world. In particular, we regularly receive newsletters from the Midwest Model Shipwrights (USA) called the “Forecastle Report “ and by arrangement and their kind permission acknowledging the source and the authors, we reprint the following article from their April and May 2014 issues.

Deck Planking I

— by Bob Filipowski

The first thing one noticed about Bob’s presentation was Bob’s presentation. That may sound
confusing, but one could not help seeing how Bob had carefully chosen his pictures and set
them up to focus on the message he was trying to convey, without including any unnecessary
details. Anyone with an interest in giving a similar presentation certainly received a first rate
tutorial on that topic.
Everyone also received a first
rate tutorial on how to set up a
hull for deck planking and no
one left confused on that subject, for sure.
Bob started out showing us how
to draw up a template outline of
the hull inboard of the ribs.
On this he drew in an outline of the desired margin plank using a
drawing compass to mark the plank width along the entire template
length. Once the desired pattern was drawn on light paper and
checked for fit to the hull,
it was traced onto heavy
card stock and this was, in
turn, cut out and again
checked for fit against the
ribs. A separate template
was created for port and
starboard sides.

Onto these templates the scarf joints to be
used to join the bow and side sections
were drawn in.
The margin plank templates were cut out,
and then glued to wood stock using rubber
cement. The margin planks were then cut
out and sanded down to final shape.

cont. p.20
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cont. from p.19
Care was taken not to create the scarf joint at a
point where the margin plank would be nibbed
when installing deck planking.

Small filler strips were glued in place, and then sanded off
flush with the outside surface of the ribs and hull (1).
The waterway planks were cut out of wood stock using the
original margin plank template, and marked to a uniform inset
from the inboard margin plank edge. (2).
Scarf joints were cut into the waterway planks at a point where
the waterway begins to curve toward the bow (3).

It is important that these scarf
joints do not overlap each other.
Note: The waterway plank will be
installed after the deck planking
has been nibbed and joggled into
the margin plank.
Bob stated that when laying planking,
it is important to plan ahead.
As you approach the port and starboard beams, maintaining as consistent a plank width as possible must
be kept in mind.
This can be done by measuring the
distance left to be planked, and averaging out the width of the remaining
planks. (4)
Waiting too long will result in planks
too narrow or too wide.
cont. p.21
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cont. from p.20

Deck Planking II

— by Bob Filipowski

Bob Filipowski opened his presentation by stating
that, depending on which author you use, you may
get different opinions on configuring deck plank nibbing and joggling.
Some texts stated that the nibs (Figure 1, Item 1)
should be perpendicular to the snipe (Item 3), while
others favored them being right-angled to the run of
the plank. The nib width also presented some confusion as it was stated in different books that this dimension should be either 1/3 or 1/2 the plank width.
Filipowski stated that when the length of a snipe exceeded twice the width of the plank, that was the determining factor as to when a plank should be nibbed
and joggled into the margin plank (Item 4). However,
some authors favored the length of item 2, others item 3, and some weren’t very clear as to
which one they were referring to! Bob felt that using item 2 as your reference made more
sense, and was easier to deal with.
He recommended fabricating a couple of tools
that were very helpful to him. The first was an
Exacto chisel blade that was ground down to the
width of the plank nibbing. EYE PROTECTION
IS AN ABSOLUTE MUST WHILE GRINDING!

The second tool (2), although not absolutely
necessary, helps to make your nib cuts into the
margin plank a little more accurate.
The longer bottom section is cut to a sharp
point leaving one edge perfectly straight, while
the upper, shorter piece is glued on top, and
must have a perfect right angle cut at one end.
Two of these would be required, one for the
port side, and one for the starboard side.
Slide the tool forward so that it seats itself in
the “V” formed by the last plank laid and the
margin plank. Mark that point with a sharp pencil.
cont. p.22
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cont. from p.21

Now take your modified chisel blade, line it up with
the pencil line, and cut through the margin plank.
Make sure the chisel blade is perpendicular to the
deck, and the bevel is facing away from the finished margin plank edge (3).
Line the end of your
plank up with the nib
cut, and mark where
the margin plank edge
and plank intersect (4).
Mark your nib width on
the plank, and remove
the excess stock (5).
For shorter snipes, Bob likes to use a 1/2” Exacto chisel
for this procedure since it allows him to line up the blade
edge with both marks before making the cut. Use the
trimmed plank as a template to mark the snipe on the
margin plank (6). Be sure to use a sharp pencil.
Take a 1/2” Exacto
chisel, align it with
the snipe line and
make your cut. Be
sure to keep the
blade perpendicular
to the deck with the blade bevel facing away from the
margin plank (7).
The custom made nibbing chisel works well
when removing the
scrap wood from the
joggled area. If all the
measurements were
taken correctly, the
nibbed plank should
now fit perfectly into
the trimmed area.

cont. p.23
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cont. from p.22
Before gluing the plank in place, Filipowski simulates
the deck caulking by blackening the plank edges with
a #2 lead pencil.
A handy tool that helps accomplish this is a length of
scrap wood with a shallow slit cut in it with a Preac
saw (8). This simple fixture can also be used when
sanding down a deck or hull plank that requires tapering.
Finally, as you
approach
a
point on the
deck
where
you have only
three or four
plank widths
left on each
side, it is important that you check to see whether they will come out even (9). It may be necessary to
“average” out the width of these last strakes so there isn’t a rather wide or narrow plank needed to complete the deck.
After completing the deck planking portion of his presentation, Bob gave us a bonus by detailing his method for installing treenails in the deck planks.

After drawing parallel lines on the deck for
each row of treenails, offset holes are then
drilled using a #79 drill bit. The holes are then
reamed out using the inverted drill bit end.
Bob then coats the drill bit with black chalk
and rotates it in each hole to deposit the
chalk.
The blunt end of the drill bit is again used to
route out the holes. Filling of the holes with
wood filler putty and a final sanding gives you
this fine result.
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BOOK REVIEW:

“THE LIFE AND SHIP MODELS OF
NORMAN OUGH” by Alistair Roach
published by Seaforth Publishing ISBN 978 1 4738 7947 8
Book review by Mike Stevens
Norman Arthur Ough (1898 –
1965) was a marine model
maker whose models of Royal Navy warships are regarded as among the very finest
of warship models.
Ough never married and there is much anecdotal evidence that he lived a frugal, even impoverished lifestyle in which model-making was a totally absorbing
pursuit even to the extent of twice being hospitalised
for failing to eat adequately due to concentration on
his work.
Many of Ough's models are on display or held in
store in museums including the Imperial War Museum, the National Maritime Museum and the Royal
United Services Museum.
He made models on commissions from many museums.
Other model makers considered Norman Ough to
be the greatest master of his craft of the 20th century
The book contains photos of numerous models and
drawings done by him.
In preparation for his models, Ough drew meticulous plans of the ships, their weapons, fittings and
boats, many of which are regarded as the most authoritative drawings of their subjects in existence.
The chapters go from a biography to examples and
drawings of ordnance, capital ships, aircraft carriers, cruisers, destroyers, frigates and minesweepers.
I recommend the book for those members interested in this period of shipping.
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